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                  Talk outline

A little about the CRIRES basics & history.
Something about the instrument design for 

CRIRES and CRIRES+. 
The CRIRES calibration plan. 
CRIRES instrument issues/features, and if 

these problems will be eliminated with the 
upgrade.

Science done with CRIRES (offline appendix 
only). 



CRIRES basics

CRyogenic
high-resolution
IR
Echelle
Spectrograph

    Spectral resolution up 
to 100,000 with 0.2” 
slit. One to five 
microns wavelength 
range. 



                CRIRES history
CRIRES is an ESO instrument. The project scientist was  J. 

Pirard et al., Instrument Scientists: H. Kaufl and R. 
Siebenmorgen. 

Science verification was in 2006. 

CRIRES was in regular operation from 2007 to 2014.

 It is now in Garching being upgraded with new detectors, a 
cross disperser added, circular polarimitry, new wavelength 
calibration sources etc. Back in mid-2018 as CRIRES+.  

https://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/develop/instruments/crires_up.html



             CRIRES science



CRIRES and CRIRES+ optical 
layout

CRIRES is 
complex! It 
comprised a warm 
part containing 
the adaptive 
optics and a cold 
part with the 
spectrograph. 

CRIRES plus adds 
other optical 
elements…….. 





CRIRES warm part – AO system 
similar in CRIRES and CRIRES+

The Adaptive 
Optics system of 
CRIRES enables 
the light from the 
astronomical 
source to be 
concentrated in a 
much smaller area 
by applying 
corrections to the 
incoming wave-
front c.f. NACO, 
SINFONI.



Why do we need AO?

With AO we get better spatial resolution (slit 
viewer pixel scale was slightly less than 0.05 
arc seconds per pixel), so we can separate 
close binaries for example.

With AO we can concentrate the light on the 
slit better (remember slit width typically 0.2 or 
0.4 arcseconds), so we can have a narrower 
slit and obtain high spectral resolution with 
fewer slit losses.



Mars with and without AO



oCRIRES Cold part - spectrometer

Temperature of detectors is 
about 24-27 K.

Temperature of structure 
(prism etc) is about 70 K. 

Wavelength range from 0.95 
to 5.2 microns.

Resolution l/dl = 100,000 with 
a 0.2 arc sec slit (now you see 
why we need AO). Also 0.4” 
slit. 

Slit length 40 arc sec (FOV 
similar).

We only have ONE order at a 
time! Wavelength range is 
lambda/50 @5 microns to 
lambda/70 @1 microns c.f. 
UVES on a future slide.



CRIRES+ Cold part - spectrometer

.



CRIRES in action: spectral resolution

First-light spectrum from CRIRES showing a doublet 
at 1706-nm:

The high spectral resolution of CRIRES allows one to 
separate closely-separated lines (for example 
produced by the source and the Earth’s atmosphere), 
waiting for the right time if necessary using the 
Doppler motion of the Earth. Following slide shows 
why this is important:



CRIRES in action: reduced data

 Often we will have 
telluric lines present in 
our science spectrum.

 Often therefore we 
observe a telluric 
standard close in time 
and airmass, or use an 
atmospheric model such 
as molecfit.

 We also include the 
water vapour as a 
constraint as we have 
this value in real time via 
a radiometer. 



            CRIRES calibration plan
Daily:

– Three darks with the same DIT as the observation.
– Three flatfields (daily).
– Three wavelength calibration frames for settings less than  
   2400-nm (daily).
– Measurement of the precipitable water vapour.
– Radial velocity standard. 

Monthly:

– Detector non-linearity (detector monitoring). 

NOT taken by default for CRIRES (under discussion for CRIRES+):

– Telluric standards (package molecfit often does a good enough 
job), Spectrophomometric standards. 



CRIRES aside: low and high PWVs

Left plot: Very low Precipitable Water Vapour (0.02mm in July)

Right plot: Very high PWV (15.6mm in January)



        CRIRES issues – mainly solved
     in CRIRES or will be/maybe in CRIRES+
– Wavelength calibration; few ThAr lines in many settings. 

– Flatfielding (poor repeatibility of moveable entrance slit).

– Detector persistance and closed cycle cooler problems. 

– Performance of Adaptive Optics system under 

   high humidity conditions.

– No calibrations with upper lights on in the dome. 

– Bad detector cosmetics. 

– Order contamination esp. on detectors 1 and 4.   

(– Limiting RV precision; not filling slit, Pipeline issues)

(– Telluric contamination in calibrations, Long cooldown 

    times and low shutter open times.)



CRIRES issues: 
wavelength 
calibration

    Many settgings only had a 
handful of ThAr lines available 
(next slide).  Additionally the 
repeatibity was of the order 2 
pixels peak to peak. 

   In CRIRES plus this will be less of 
an problem as (1) there will be 
other wavelength calibration 
sources (this slide+2, also talk by 
Paul Bristow) and (2) a metrology 
system to achieve sub-pixel 
repeatibility (Paul Bristows talk). 
The instrument model for CRIRES 
plus never quite achieved 
accuracies high enough. 



  CRIRES issues: wavelength calibration

Top figure: Example of the four detectors during a wavelength calibration. 
Bottom figure (Daniel Asmus): example of wavelength calibration (good & bad). 



CRIRES and 
CRIRES plus 
calibration 
sources – 
also talk by 
Paul 
Bristow



CRIRES issues – slitwidth repeatibility 
(variable flatfield level & resolution) 
Until October 2011 we had many 

problems with setting the slit to 
the required width (10-20% 
variation for 0.2” slit). 

 → Meant flatfield levels were not 
stable and resolution variable. 
This was fixed by changing from 
a movable slit to fixed slits with 
widths of 0.2” and 0.4” (upper 
plot), giving much improved 
flatfielding repeatibility (lower 
plot). 

   CRIRES plus will also have fixed 
0.2” and 0.4” slits. 



CRIRES issues: Persistance/CCC 
Saturation of the detectors left 

remnants that could last an hour 
or so, hence no saturation was 
allowed in service mode; right 
hand figures. Not clear if this will 
still be an issue in CRIRES plus. 

We had many problems with the 
closed cycle coolers that were 
fixed. 



CRIRES issues: AO in high humidity

Plot by J. O'Neil for CRIRES. For CRIRES+ it is hoped to be able to 
remove water vapour from the system. 



CRIRES issues: 
Calibrations were not 
possible with the 
upper lights and 
calibration times were 
long if many settings 
observed in the 
previous night. AO 
system not light tight 
either.

In CRIRES+ there will be a 
new cover so hopefully we 
will be able to calibrate 

with all lights on.  



     CRIRES issues: Detector cosmetics 

The four detectors of CRIRES are not of perfect quality and 
suffer from glow with long DITs as well as scratches and bad 
pixels. The new detectors in CRIRES+ show much better 

quality. 

Right figure: Detector 3 
only, 600s dark frame 
with glow of 2000+ 
ADU. Bottom frame all 
four detectors shown. 



                oCRIRES to CRIRES+



CRIRES issues: contamination of 
different orders. 

   At short wavelengths the orders could overlap and affect

   detectors 1 and 4. CRIRES plus will not have this problem as 
it has a cross disperser. 

                                  (Figures courtesy E. Lellouch) 



 CRIRES  
issues: only 
one order 
was observed 
at a time.

Fixed in CRIRES 
plus with the 
cross disperser 
(simulated data)



CRIRES issues: Limiting radial velocity 
precision

  With CRIRES we were 
limited to a RV 
precison of about 5-
10 m/s. It is hoped 
we may improve on 
this by rapid 
scanning (60 Hz) of 
the star across the 
slit using the field 
selector (Fig B) to 
have a more uniform 
photo centre (fill the 
slit), plus better 
calibration sources 
and bigger lambda 
coverage.  



         CRIRES issues: Pipeline

There were some pipeline issues e.g.

– Insufficient number of decimal places in wavelength atlas.

– Non-ideal tracing for low S/N spectra.

– Removal of residuals in the background.

– Windowing and generic offset support.

– Wavelength calibration supports optical distortion.

– Support for UNe calibration lamp.

– No reflex support.

Many of these were fixed by the pipeline developer. 



CRIRES issues: 
Telluric lines

Water vapour in 
the atmosphere 
causes many 
telluric features 
that have to be 
removed. Such 
features are 
sometimes 
present in 
calibration spectra 
taken using the 
instrument only. 



CRIRES issues: cooldown time
When interventions happen they were often long with 

multiple openings. Cooldown takes several days.



  CRIRES issues: shutter open time
The “shutter open” eff. for oCRIRES was typically only 50%, due to 

higher overheads in acquisition, nodding and typically short DITs 
(blue=FORS2, yellow=CRIRES). Likely will be similar in CRIRES+. 



CRIRES paper 
count vs. time

via telbib.eso.org

    (Thanks to Maria Eugenia and Uta Grothkopf for link telbib.eso.org) 

 In spite of these issues, CRIRES still did a lot of science!



The End



CRIRES PPRSs and emails 



CRIRES technical losses (%)

(Figure based on data from C. Dumas and S. Strunk) 



CRIRES science
Because CRIRES cannot go to very faint 

magnitudes, most science done with it tends 
to be in the Galactic domain.

You have to take a lot of care with the position 
of telluric lines from the Earth’s atmosphere 
and avoid them if possible by observing at 
another time of year, if lines from the gas-cell 
exist in your wavelength region etc etc



     CRIRES science cases (2013)



CRIRES paper 
count vs. time

via 
telbib.eso.org

    (Thanks to Maria Eugenia and Uta Grothkopf for link telbib.eso.org) 



CRIRES highest-cited papers

    
 (From ADS / eye testing services at no charge)  



1) Methane and CO on Triton
First observation since 

Voyager in 1989
First observation of CO 

in its atmosphere
Seasonal variability

Lellouch et al. 
(2010)

Also Mars…



2) Spectro-astrometry (A)
Left image: imagine we observe two stars very close 
together on the sky (bottom star with absorption line, 
top star with an emission line. If we have perfect 
spatial resolution we would see one trace for each star 
(image below):

With the atmosphere we see 
a spectrum that is a “mix” of 
the two stellar spectra 
(image below):

If we take a cross-cut as a function of wavelength (right 
image), we can determine the CENTRE position of the 
trace very accurately and see that it moves. This is 
spectro-astrometry.
                (Figures courtesy Ana-Lea Lesage)



2) Spectro-astrometry (B)
Study CO gas at 4.7 microns at different slit 

position angles for protoplanetary discs.

This technique can give PAs of inner disc to 2 
degree accuracy and spatial resolutions 0.1-
0.5 AU in this case.

Pontoppidan et al. (2008) – see next slide



Spectro-astrometry using CO



3) Radial velocities
Partly because the 

temperature of the 
system is very 
stable, RV accuracies 
using CRIRES have 
got down <10 m/s 
level over long 
timescales (or <5 
m/s over a week; 
Bean ). One can 
either use NoAO with 
telluric and stellar 
lines or AO/NoAO 
with a gas cell:



3) Radial velocity papers

‘TW Hya under CRIRES light: evidence against the 
presence of a hot Jupiter’ (Figueira et al. 2010; 
NoAO without gas cell)

‘The Proposed Giant Planet Orbiting VB 10 Does 
Not Exist’ (Bean et al. 2010; Ammonia gas cell).

With CRIRES we can get down to better than 10 
m/s. 

Both papers above postulate that RV variations 
seen in

the optical are caused by star spots and not 
planets.  



4) Exo planet atmospheres
Long observing sequence of transiting system 
CO detected in emission (but really at the limit 

of what
    can be done!)
A 2 km/s blue shift of CO signal with respect to 

the systemic velocity of the host star suggests 
the presence of a strong wind flowing from the 
irradiated dayside to the non-irradiated night 
side of the planet within the 0.01-0.1 mbar 
atmospheric pressure range.

Snellen et al. (2010)



4) Exo planet atmospheres



5) Stellar abundances
Galactic abundance gradient of B-type stars 

(infrared towards GC better due to much less 
extinction).

Sulphour abundance of metal-poor stars 
(Nissen et al): 



6) Doppler imaging

     Beta Pic – Snellen et al. (2014).



CRIRES IoT work
Determination of how CRIRES works at low and 

high light levels (DIT*NDIT constant).
See how the detectors react to over-saturation.
Improve the pipline /write a data-reduction 

cookbook.
Measure the position of the ThAr lines for the 

metrology – this will improve the ThAr 
repeatability and hence the wavelength 
calibration.

Start thinking on how we could use CRIRES as an 
imager, at least save the SV images.

Close loop on Jupiters Great Red Spot etc etc.
In total 30+ mini-projects, see next slide:



CRIRES IoT work



CRIRES IoT work example (1)
Determine the zero-point of the CRIRES slit 

viewer camera, compare with NACO and 
determine the Sthrell ratio (Myriam, Jerome, 
Jonathan).

Rediscover the Southern Cross.



CRIRES IoT work example (2)
Determine how CRIRES and its pipeline acts at 

low and high count levels (Jonathan, Alain, 
Sylvain).

Use the gas-cell and take observations of 
different DITs but with the same DITxNDIT 
combination. 

 



              oCRIRES Detectors
CRIRES used an array of four Aladdin IR detectors 

(spectrometer) (4096x512), two readout modes. 
RMS=2-4 ADU for darks:

We use another IR detector 
for acquisition and secondary 
guiding (slit viewer camera):

Note that here the entrance 
slit is shown in green and the 
light from the star is actually 
passing through the slit.



Really the End
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